
Option 2 – New path over Loch and 
through wetland (alternative)

The proposed path would extend from the

termination point of the new front green path

(to be constructed in 2020) and continue

along the grass verge.

At a point approximately near the existing

informal gravel car park the route will travel

over the Loch into the wetland. This will be

achieved by building a structure over the

Loch to act as a bridge.

The route will travel through the wetland

using an embankment type of arrangement to

reduce the likelihood of flooding of the path.

See the example poster for illustrations of an

embankment path.

The path will travel behind the vegetation

area before joining the existing footway along

the A83 which will be widened to provide

sufficient widths for pedestrians and cyclists.

A pedestrian crossing point will be

implemented with the type to be confirmed at

a later stage in the project.

There is an old disused ramp that can be

restored to allow a traffic free path from the

pedestrian crossing onto the Crinan Canal

Tow Path.

Benefits of Option 2

 Option with smallest distance alongside road network therefore safest;

 Utilise disused ramp to save constructing new which will be challenge;

 Previous work on project highlighted this as the community preference;

 Is an attractive route, which may encourage usage;

 Suitable for most users.

Drawbacks of Option 2

X May result in a loss of vegetation including a tree(s);

X Potentially limited options with pedestrian crossings due to nature of road;

X Wetland may cause some construction difficulties;

X Not as direct as option 1 as route travels behind vegetation area;

X Costs to implement may increase due to bridge structure.

PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A CONCEPT DESIGN 
ONLY AND NO GUARANTEE CAN BE PROVIDED 
THAT THIS OPTION CAN BE IMPLEMENTED
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PLEASE NOTE : THIS IS A CONCEPT DESIGN
ONLY. FURTHER TECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS
MAY REVEAL THIS ROUTE IS UNDELIVERABLE


